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This picture taken on November 16, 2018, in Riva, Latvia, shows an inner view of the Latvian National library. With homegrown books and films topping sales in Latvia after decades of foreign cultural domination, the small Baltic state is in the
throes of a cultural renaissance as it marks 100 years of independence. — AFP photos 

W ith homegrown books and films topping sales
in Latvia after decades of foreign cultural
domination, the small Baltic state is in the

throes of a cultural renaissance as it marks 100 years
of independence. Latvians will enjoy centenary festivi-
ties including classical music concerts, military parades
and fireworks on Sunday.

Before independence in 1918, Latvia endured the better
part of two centuries under Russian imperial domination,
only punctuated by brief periods of freedom. The country
briefly emerged from that cultural cloud, only to be swept
again under the control of Moscow, with decades of
Soviet rule that finally ended in the early 1990s. Like oth-
ers in the post-communist bloc, instead of examining their
own culture, Latvians gobbled up American popular cul-
ture with their first taste of freedom. But over the last few
years Latvians have been reclaiming their identity by
immersing themselves in books and films focused largely
on their own troubled history. 

And in the weeks ahead of the centenary, this trend
appears to have accelerated, with books by Latvian
authors setting new sales records and dominating best-
sellers lists in four of the country’s largest bookstore
chains. Among the most popular is a book series entitled
“We. Latvia. The 20th Century”. Written by 13 contempo-

rary writers, it looks back at the lives of ordinary Latvians,
rather than heroes or leaders, under the Tsars prior to
independence, during the two brief decades of independ-
ence that followed, and then during World War II and
under Soviet rule. 

“After Soviet-era censorship and a period of turmoil
during the 1990s and early 2000s, Latvian literature is
back,” Dace Sparane, editor-in-chief of the Dienas
Gramata publishing house, told AFP.  “It’s strong and
diverse, and the popularity of this particular series is the
best example,” Sparane added.

Soviet stories, drugs and death metal 
With record sales at home, an English translation of the

novel “Mother’s Milk” focused on Soviet rule in Latvia as
seen through women’s eyes and written by Nora Ikstena is
also on sale in Britain and Russia.   Jelgava ‘94, is among
other hits. The semi-autobiographical tale by Janis Jonevs
focuses the life of a 1990s teenager growing up in the
bleak industrial town of Jelgava hit hard by the post-
Soviet economic crisis.

The unnamed protagonist dabbles in hooligan life,
drugs and alcohol as he discovers death metal, black metal
and grindcore music. Jonevs won the EU literary prize for
the book, which has been translated into French,

Norwegian among others, under titles like “Metal” to
“Doom 94”. “With contemporary and experimental novels
dominating the bestsellers’ lists, Latvia’s cultural landscape
is shedding its post-Soviet trappings and moving closer to
(Western) European cultural traditions,” Sparane adds. 

Tsar Alexander III’s policy of forced Russification in the
late 19th century marginalized the Latvian language, even
banning it entirely in some regions. The Bolshevik revolu-
tion swept away imperial Russia, paving the way to
Latvia’s declaration of independence on November 18,
1918. The “First Republic” was a period of immense
growth in the economy as well as the arts and sciences.
But that freedom and development was short-lived.

Alongside Baltic neighbors Estonia and Lithuania,
Latvia was occupied by the USSR in 1940, seized by Nazi
Germany in 1941 during World War II and again taken
over by Moscow in 1944. After spending decades as
unwilling Soviet republics, Latvia and its Baltic neighbors
broke free from the crumbling USSR in 1990-91.

‘Baltic Tribes’ 
“Back in the 1991, we had been cut off from the West

economically and culturally for 50 years,” Arno Jundze,
head of the Latvian Writers Union, told AFP, adding that
this gave rise to a hunger for all things Western. “It’s finally

over: our public is turning back to its roots, just in time for
our country’s centenary,” said the author of the critically
and commercially successful novel “Red Mercury”,
focused on the turmoil of the 1990s.

Latvian bestsellers are also being adapted for the stage
and into films that are turning into box office blockbusters
in Latvia, now a eurozone and NATO state of 1.9 million
people. Around a quarter of the population ethnic Russian.
During the week ahead of the centenary, homemade fea-
ture films made up half the repertoire of all Latvian cine-
mas. After protests in 2014 by Latvian filmmakers over
meager state funding, the government launched the
Centennial Film List to gear up for 2018. The program has
proved to be a success.

The “Baltic Tribes” is a fact-based hit focused on the
peoples of the region a millennium ago while the equally
popular Homo Novus depicts a fictionalized account of
the lives of Latvian artists during the First Republic.

Another hit is the biopic “Father Night” focused on
Latvian Zanis Lipke who saved hundreds of Jews during
the Holocaust. — AFP 

Cultural renaissance sweeps Latvia for centenary

Yussif Ayibesa stands in front of the
ramshackle Centre for National
Culture that backs on to the seafront in

Ghana’s capital, Accra, trying to encourage
visitors to come in. The craftsman has been
selling drums, paintings and woodwork at
the centre since 2004. He’s a relative new-
comer: others have been there for more than
30 years. But with major plans to develop
the surrounding area, Ayibesa and 1,200
other artists will soon be pushed off the site.

Visiting dignitaries are often brought to
see the area earmarked for development,
which stretches across nearly 100 hectares
from Osu Castle past Independence Square
to the memorial to former president Kwame
Nkrumah. Earlier this month, Queen
Elizabeth II’s son and heir, the Prince of
Wales, was taken to a viewing platform near
the castle — the former seat of government
— and shown the plans.

Coastal cities across the world from Rio
De Janeiro to Nice and Vancouver have all
developed their waterfronts and see them as
prime real estate. Accra wants to do the
same. British-Ghanaian architect David
Adjaye’s firm is the lead consultant on
Accra’s $10 billion (nine-billion-euro)
Marine Drive Project, which could take up to
10 years to complete. Some 150,000 jobs
could be created but Ayibesa says there is a
wider issue if the artists are moved on and
replaced by new hotels, shiny office blocks
and upscale apartments.

“Imagine if they take us out of here what
are they going to present for the culture in
Ghana?” he asked. The chief executive of
the Ghana Tourism Authority, Akwasi
Agyeman, has said British investors seem
keen to get behind the public-private part-
nership. Currently the 2.4 kilometers stretch
of waterfront hosts government offices,
informal settlements, a hotel and the arts
centre. All look likely to disappear.

Forced evictions 
Displacement caused by luxury develop-

ment and tourism projects in African coun-
tries is common. The Oakland Institute, a
US-based social, economic and environ-
mental policy think-tank, has said tens of
thousands of Maasai people in Tanzania
were evicted from their homes. Nearly 600
kilometres west of Accra in Nigeria’s com-
mercial capital, Lagos, violent evictions from
informal settlements have been common-
place to make way for luxury developments.

In 2010, as it prepared to host the foot-
ball World Cup, the South African govern-
ment evicted residents from across the city
forcing them into slums on the outskirts of
Cape Town. Ghana’s government says it is
in the process of moving or compensating
the estimated 5,000 people who will be
affected by the Marine Drive Project. It is
creating a new temporary arts centre in
central Accra — about seven kilometers
inland from the current location — until a
new building is constructed on the seafront.
Artists will be able to move back, probably
within two years, said Agyeman. “If you
have hotels and audiences you want a place
for visitors to come to with easy access...
we want them back,” he told AFP. But those
affected say there has been no discussion
about the conditions of their return, partic-
ularly regarding cost, leaving artists uncer-
tain about their futures.

Lack of clarity
Charles Kofi Appiah has worked at the

arts market at the Centre for National
Culture for 32 years and remembers helping
clear the land for the original construction.
Since then, artisans have sprawled outwards,
selling everything from traditional Ghanaian
fabrics to leather bags and herbal medicines.
Appiah is chairman of one of the artists’
organizations in the market and has been
liaising with the government and project
coordinators on the move.—ÅFP

Australian actor Rebel Wilson has lost an
appeal against a court decision that cut
a  record payout  aga inst  Germany’s

Bauer  Media , which  was  found to  have
defamed her in a series of articles, Australian
media reported on Friday.

The star of three “Pitch Perfect” movies and
“Bridesmaids” won A$4.6 million ($3.5 million) in
damages from the German publisher last year after
a court found a series of articles accusing her of
lying about her age, name and childhood events
had cost her roles.

The judge said he awarded the damages to “nail
the lie” in Bauer’s article.

But a court in June slashed the payout, after
Bauer, backed by a host of large Australian media
companies, appealed the decision, arguing the
damages were too high.

The court, in accepting Bauer’s appeal on costs,
said there was insufficient evidence the articles

prevented Wilson from getting lucrative roles in
Hollywood and it cut her payout to A$600,000.

Wilson had appealed against that decision
but the High Court  dismissed the case on
Friday, national broadcaster the ABC reported.
Wilson said on Twitter she was glad the matter
was at an end.

“It’s been a long journey in the Australian
courts these past few years,” she said.

“I have been determined to stand up to a bully
and I am proud of myself for doing so. To win such
a huge case and receive $600,000 in damages
from Bauer Media .... I am proud of this victory
and all of the hard fight!”

A spokesman for  Bauer Media said the
company was pleased that the matter had
come to an end.

Actor Rebel Wilson loses appeal
on Australian defamation case

Amassive collage of 125,000 drawings
and messages from children around the
world about climate change was rolled

out on a shrinking Swiss glacier Friday,
smashing the world record for giant post-
cards. The mosaic of postcards, measuring
2,500 square meters was laid out in the snow
on the Aletsch glacier in the Swiss Alps, at an
altitude of 3,400 meters.

The event aims to “boost a global youth

climate movement ahead of the next global
climate conference (COP24) in Poland”, next
month, said the WAVE foundation, which
organized the event in cooperation with Swiss
authorities. The display easily set the
Guinness world record for the number of
postcards strung together in a single image,
beating the last record held by a collage of
16,000 individual postcards, WAVE said. The
individual postcards feature children’s draw-

ings in different colors and hues of white,
which together spell out the messages: “STOP
GLOBAL WARMING”, “WE ARE THE
FUTURE GIVE US A CHANCE” and “#1.5C”.

The last message refers to the maximum
level of global warming that scientists say
should be aimed for if the planet is to remain
liveable. However, a UN climate report last
month warned that drastic action was needed
to prevent Earth from hurtling towards a far
sharper rise in temperature. The
Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change
(IPCC) said the globe’s surface has already
warmed one degree Celsius (1.8 degrees
Fahrenheit) over pre-industrial levels —
enough to lift oceans and unleash a crescendo
of deadly storms, floods and droughts — and
without action is on track toward an unbear-
able 3C or 4C rise.

“Children and young people have a key
role to play if (the 1.5C) goal is to be achieved,
both as generations that will suffer from the
consequences of climate change for a long
time and as a force for concrete action,” the
Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC) said in a statement. To
commemorate the Guinness world record, “a
postcard will be designed and printed to dis-
patch the young people’s words to the four
corners of the globe,” SDC said. It said some
of the postcards would be sent from the
world’s highest postbox on the Jungfraujoch
peak, which overlooks the Aletsch glacier, to
participants in the COP24. — AFP 

Vendors selling merchandise in Accra’s Independence Square, part of the waterfront area
earmarked for development.

Accra waterfront development 
leaves artists fearful

Record-breaking Alps postcard sends
message against climate change

An aerial view shows a massive collage of 125,000 drawings and messages from children from
around the world about climate change seen rolled out on the Aletsch Glacier at an altitude of
3,400 meters near the Jungfraujoch in the Swiss Alps smashing the world record for the giant
postcard. — AFP 


